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ABSTRACT 

" 

Third element additions 10 TiNi provide a wide range of modifications of its shape 
memory propcnies. The advantages of Cu addi lioos m 10 provide a more narrow hYSICrtcSLS, 
less sensitivity to the Ti::Ni(+Cu) ratio of the temperature 1I which manensilc SUltlS to (orm 
(Ms). a larger suength differential between the austenite and manensi te phases, and superior 
fat igue resistance. ~ substitution of a few atomic percent Cu for Ni does nOt signiflCllntly 
alter the crystal struClure of ei ther the cubic 82 austenite nor the monoclinic 819' manensilc 
phases; however, the addi tion of greater than 10% Cu results in an onhorhombic BI9 
manensite I?hase. For the case of 10% Cu. a tWO-Slep manensitic transformation occurs upon 
cooling, Wtth the cubic austenite transforming to the orthorhombic 819 manen!ite and 
subsequently to the moooclinic 8 19' manensile. As a result of this two-step crystallographic 
IlaIlsfoonatioo, material properties such as resistivi ty and shape change also exhibit a two-step 
IlaIlsformation. 

In. situ transmission electron microscopy healing and cooling experimenlS are used to 
observe the Iwo-Step manensilic transformation and to establish an orientation relationship 
between the B 19 onhorhombic and the B 19' monoclinic structures. Strain vs temperature M$ 
lesls establish the relative shape changes associated with both the cubiC-lo-onhorhombic 
transformation and the onhorhombic·to-monoclinic transfonnation. Similar Ms teSlS, where an 
applied loa,d is removed during the transformation, establishes a crystallographic dependence 
between the two shape changes. Whereas binary T iNi is ~trained" to undergo a specific shape 
change, this ternary TiNiCu alloy has a "nal ural~ direction associated wi th the secood step of its 
shape change. 

INTROD UCTION 

As Shape Memory Materials develop from an interesting materials phenomena to 
products with useful engineering applications. control and modification of Ihe shape memory 
propenies become imponant. In the case of TiNi alloys, one panicularly impoMant parameter, 
the manensitic transformation tcmperature (Ms). can be modified by the addition of ternary 
al loying elements. A second parameter, the extent of shape change realized, can be modified 
when Ihe ternary addition(s) tS sufficient to cause a change in the cryslal SlJ\Icture(s) of the 
manensite and/or austenite phases. Typically only small concentral ioos (1-2%) of ternary 
elements are possible without the formation of second phases that are detrimental to the shape 
memo!')' effoct. 

Temary TiSONi(SO'.l)CUl alloys provide a number of useful modifications 10 the 
manensitic IlaIlSfonnalion and consequently the shape memory effect. while allowing for the 
substitut ion of >20% Cu fOt" Ni. The addition o f Cu results in a more narrow hysteresis 
between the temper3tures of the austenite-ta-manensite and revel"lC manensite-to-austenite 
transformations [I, 2. 3). Such a narrow hysteresis has the advantage of causing a "quicker" 
shape change. requiring a smaller deviation during thermal cycling_ Whereas the Ms 
tempenuJtt: of binary TiNi alloys drops dramatically due 10 mioor increases in the Ni::Ti ratio. 
the addition of Cu maJces the Ms temperature less sensitive to this ratio (4). Thus temary 
TiNiCu shape memory pans are less subjeclto coocenlralion variations thai are present in bulk 
processed materials. 

Although an early study (51 of temary TiNiCu alloys indicated the manensitic phase had 
a moooclinic SIJ\lCtu!t; even for concentr.ltions of copper grealCr then 20%. more recent studies 
have determined that the equil ibrium phase for higher Cu-coota illing alloys (> 15% Cu) has an 
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onhorhombic struc ture (2, 6, 7. 8). (Depending on processing conditions either the 
onlwlrhombic or monoclinic manensile5 are possible for ternary alloys comprised of -15% 10 
25-' Cu (1).) The: substitution of greater than 25% Cu for Ni had been observed in the high 
temperature austenite phase without having significantly altered the 0.302 nm Ian ice ~clcr 
of the 82 cubic phase (4, 9). The low temperature phase, the monoclinic martensite which 
ronned for Cu concenualions below 10% (2, 5, 6, 7, 8). exhibited the same lattice parameters 
(ao - 0.289. bo - 0.462, and CO = 0.4 12 nm) as thai of the binary TiN; al loy (10). However, a 
Cu concentntion > 15% resulted in a slight mod-ilicalion of lanice parIImclCrs (:10 - 0.289, 
bo - 0.451, and CO = 0.4265 nm), as well as a change in angle to form Ihe onhorhombic lallite 
(2,8), For intennedialccopper concentrations (-10%), both the orthOrhombic and monoclinic 
phases have been observed at successive temperatures 171 ..... lIere tile onhorhombie structure 
ellis!ed as an intermediate step in the distortion .... hen uansfonning from cubic to monoclinic. 

Not only did the ternary TiNiCu alloys eKhibit a different nunensi tic crystll structU!e. as 
compared 10 the binary TiNi alloy. tlley also ellhibited different twinning systems within the 
manensite grains. Three distinctt~nning planes have been observed in mOl'loc linic ~19' 
martendte of binary TiNi alloy5: (111) (Ill. (OJ I) (12) •• nd (010) 113] . .... ith the 01 1) 
twinning being predominant. Thc smaller distortion involved in Ihe cubic-to·onhorllombic 
manensilic transform.tion of TiNiCu Illoys ( .... ith >15% Cu) resulted in (OIl) Iwinning being 
the domin.ntlwi nning system (2J. In addition, Ihe (010) I .... in plane did not ell ist for the 
orthorhombic manensilic structure of these ternary .1I0ys. Inslead some grains of the 
onhorhombic manensite ellhibiled 1 t .... inless microstructure (2, 8). The crystallographic 
relationships existing for the cubic-to-monoclinic manensitie transformation of the binary alloy 
were determined to be similal' to those of the cubic-to·onhoroombic transformation in lernary 
~lIoys. A general (hkl ) plane in the cubic 82 Struclure became Ihe Ulme Ih'k'J') plane in Ihe 
manensite. independent of whether the manensite_ was monoclinic or onhorhombic. For both 
uansfonnalions, the maui ll relationship$ to fOf1ll (1 11) and (011) twins had the same relative 
mull iplicil)" with the fonnation of 24 variants of martensite being possible. The 
crystallographic relationship between the orthorhombic and monoclinic sttUc!Ures was 
determined to be limited such that only twO variants would form durin, the orthorhombic-to· 
monoclinic manensi tic transformation. (This limited cryslal!ograpllLc rel:uion$hip in !Urn 
dictates the two-step shape memory changc di$Cussed in this study.) In:ltl earlier study il .... as 
suggested th:u in sir" TEM observation of Ihe transformation from lwinncd orthorhombic 
m3nCnsite to twinned monoclinic martensice .... ould eslablish the relative distOrtion of the t .... o 
sl.lcwsive sh3pe changes. 

EX PERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

In conjunc tion with a previous sludy {2, 8] TiNiCu alloys were prepared from high 
puri ry (99.99%) melals by vacuum plasma.melling and casling one kilogram ingOts. Alloys of 
different compositioos. with OJ ranging from 0% 10 25%, wctC used as a basis to detcnnine the 
differenl crystal structures and microstructures possible. The as cast and annealed maTerials 
.... ere evaluated using Il-ray diffraction, Il·ray fluorescence, scanning elecuon microscopy. 
energy dispersive x-ray speclrOSCOPY, differential scanning calorimerry, tt;lOsmission electron 
microscopy. and in situ heat ing and cooling TEM experiments l8}. In this study Ihe temary 
~Ioy wi th 10'10 OJ was fl,lnhcr processed by extrusion and dra .... ing to fonn wires of 3 mm and 
0.45 mm diameters. Aflerdra .... mg, these wires were reannutod at 750" C fOf 2 houl1. 

Optical microscopy delennined Ihat the typiC11 grain si:te was JO - 40 ~m and Ihat 
primarily one phase ellisled. (Oxide precipitates consti!Uted leu than I vot'*' of Ihe 
microtlJUCture and therefore have minor effect on the martensitM: transformation.) Tbe Wire5 of 
3 mm diameter were sliced inlO discs -(IS mm in th ickness. 1EM samples were prepued by 
grinding these discs 10 a thickness of -(1.07 mm followed by e1cctropOlishing in an e1ecuolylC of 
75 vol. 'lo methanol and 2S vol.% nitric acid al -20" C and 12 volts (14). TEM (wilh Philips 
EM400 and EM430 microscopes) was used to cvalualed the microstnlcture, cryStal SII'UCTure. 
and TypeS of twins present in Ihe mancnsi tic phases. In sil" healing and cooling experiments 
were used to observe the TW()-step manensiric transformation. 

1be wires of 0.45 mm diameter .... ere subjected 10 thennal cycling .... hile having a load 
applied. 1be wire was firsl heated 10 a fully austenitic condition, and then a constant load was 
applied. Subsequenlthennal cycling was perfonned by nowing cooled nit rogen gas over the 
wire 10 cool below _70°C. followed by convectivc heating wi lh nitrogen gas to above 7(1)C. 



Measuring theelongation of the wire as a function of lemperature established the sian and fmish 
of both the austenitc-to-manensile and reverse manensitc-to-austenite phase uansfonnations. 
These sttain V$ temperature HMs tests" were used to evaluate the relative sa-ain that would be 
realized in a shape memor), application. For these 10% Cu ternary a1lo),s, these Ms testS 
esublished the presence of a two-step shape change arising due to the two-step manens itic 
UtilSformation. The Ms temperature in a strain vs temperature tes t increascs as a function of the 
:applied load [2, IS, 16]. A previous stud), had determined that applied loads in excess of 
ISO MPa resulted in the loss of the two step shape change, as the Ms of the stress-induced 
transformation to monoclinic manensite was raised to a temperature above that of the Ms 
lemperature of the cubic-to-on horflombic transformation [2, 17]. Thus for thi s stud), the 
~Iied load was kept at 60 MPa A series of strain vs tempenllure Ms tests were conducted on 
an annealed wire. (It is noted that wireJ with vestiges of cold worked microstructures w ill 
uhibit RtrainingR which influences the elongation realized in dICse Ms tests. An anncaled wire, 
IIowever, will exhibit no shape change if no load is applied during a Ms test.) In order to 
evaluate the relative strains in each of the two succcssive transformations, lICQucntial Ms tesls 
were conducted. where the load was removed during different stages of the martensitic 
transformations. 

EXPER IME NTAL RESULT S 

A more complete evaluation of the microSlructuTC of TiNiCu allo)'s, as a function of 
copper concena-llion has been presented in other published works [2, 8, 18]. The 
microstruc tures observed in these previou5 studies have also been discussed in Hght of their 
relation to microstructure evaluations presented b)' other research groups [5, 6]. All TEM 
umples prepam:! from the TisoNi«lCutO allo)' uhibitcd the BI9' mOJMX;iinic mancnsite .l!hase 
AI room temperature. As nOled in a previous stud)' 18J, the major type of twinning Wll$ (111), 
however with (010) twi!.ming being more prevalent than hll$ been t)'picall)' observed for the 
binary TiNi alloy. The (J I I) twins were often observed to be :>100 nm in width, and the (0 10) 
twins were typical l), tens of nanometers in width. In this previous stud), jn sjtU TEM heating 
expcrimenl! had realized OIIly II'Ie rransfonna(ion directly from monoclinic B 19' manell5ile to 
the cubic B2 austen ite, and subsequent cooling had resulted in onl)' the reverse mtnsfonnat ion, 
with the orthorhombic manensi te phase never being realized in the 10% Cu ternary a110)'. (It is 
&Iso noted that in situ TEM heating and cooling e){periments often exhibit As and Ms 
temperatures that arc higher and lower, respectively, than observed during DSC measurementS 
of "bulk" samples. Such anomalies in phase transfonnations in thin films have commonl), been 
observed in other studies ofTiNi allo)'s.) However, repeated e){perimentS in this present stud), 
did result in the formation of the orthorhombic manensite from the cubic austenite upon cooling. 

After heatinl the TEM sample inside the microscope to form the B2 structure, 
subsequent slow coo ing resulted in the observation of the transfonnation 10 the BI9 structure. 
The orthorhombic maneosite e~hibit ed (111) twinning, with the fine spacing of <30 nm 
presumabl)' due to thin foil effccts of the TEM sample. Upon subsequent COOling to ~IOO"C, 
even finer twins (3-4 nm in width and exhibiting the (010) twin plane) of monoclinic manensite 
fomted within the onhorhombic twins. Upon $Ilbscqucnt heating these (010) [Wins disappeared 
as Ihe monocl inic manensite transfonned back to the onhorhombic martensite. This 
transformation was evK1cnt in the BFTEM images acquired at _51°C and ·37"C and presented in 
Figul"C.1i Ib Ind Ic, respectivel ),. This monoclinic-Io-onhorhombic transfonnation wl!s 
confirmed b)' the disappearance of streaking and the change in angle between (010) and (10 1) 
g-vectors in [ IOI} lOne uis selected area electron diffraction patterns acquired at -59"C and 
· 34°C and pre.scnted in FiguTCl hand Itl, respectivel)'. 

The series of Ms tests, with the 60 MFa load being removed at progress ive stages of 
the manensi lic transfonnation, have been presented in Figures 2a through le. The strain vs 
tcmpenuum curve of Figum 2a was a slandard, where the load was applied throughoullhe test. 
As had been previousl), observed for this TiNi( II}% Cu) shape memory allo)', a two-step shape 
change occurred. Upon cooling, the cubic austenite-to-onhomombic manensile transfonnation 
started at _25°C and the subsequent orthorhombic martensite-to-monoclinic martensite 
nnsformation staned at-12"C. n.c reverse transformations upon. heating Statted at -IO"C and 
35°C for the monocHnic-to-onhorhombic and onhorhombic-tD-Cubic transformations, 
respectivel)'. For the teSts where the load was removed, these reverse transformations started at 
slightly higher tempcralUTCl or ·2O"C and 3O"c, TC$pc:ctively. 



.. 
When die load Will fIrSt applied to the wire in the austenitic condition, an elastic strain of 

0.4" 0CCUfl"Cd without any stt'e55·ioouctd manensitc being formed. This same elastic strain 
was observed during loading for each of the Ms tests. After thennal cycling in the plot of 
Figure 21, the removal of the applied load resulted in the recovery or all or the elaStic strain. 
For Figures 2b through 2e the elastic Sll'lI in was recovered when the load wu removed during 
the M$ test. However, the strain recovtred in each of these unloading conditions was 0.6%, 
implying more than elastic strain was recovered during unloading. 

The pseudoelastic strain (i.e. strain associated with the shape memory effect) was 
separated into two components. For the standard lest of Figure 21, a urain of 2.25% was 
achieved during the cubiNO-on.horhombic transformation. and I slTlin of , .. occurred during 
the subsequent orthorhombic-to-monoclinic transformation. (As p~nted in previous studies 
(1 ,8, 17), a greater suain is possible with a higher applied load andJOf "training-.) For the Ms 
test in Figure 2b the load wu removed just before the beginning of the second (onhomombic· 
to-monoclinic) transformation. Even though no load was applied as the sample was funher 
cooled. the wire underwent I second elongation of -o.4~ during the onhorhombic·to
monoclinic transformation. For each of the subsequent Ms tesU in Figures 2c through 2e the 
load was removed at an earlier Slice of the first transformation. Once the load is removed. no 
additional strain is realized during \he remainder of the fITS! tranSformation. Although a strain is 
observed during \he second transformation, in each case it is correspondingly reduced. The test 
in Figure 2e had the load removed immediately after the onset of the initial cubic· to
onhorhombic transfonnation. Still a small second elongation occurred during the second 
(o"h'xh~, bk,-ro~momxll m"J n-ansfonnation. 

Figure I : a) (101 ) zone axis SAD pattern acquired at _59°C, elthibiting (010) twinned 
monoclinic manensile within some of the ( I II) onhorhombic twins. Streaking is due 10 the 
fine spacing of the (010) twins. b) OF image acquired al _Sloe, exhibiting fine monoclinic 
twins -3·4 nm in width. c) OF image acquired at -37"C which uhibits the fine twins as 
disappearing. d) [ lOl jzone axis SAD paltem acquired at _34°C exhibi ting less streaking in 
conjunction with the removal of the (010) !f\Oooclinic twin planes. 
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Figure 2: a) Solid line Tepre5eQU Ms lelt for snin liS tempcnuuIt:, with a load of 60 MPa 
applied throughout the entire U'ansfonnation, both cooling and heating. b) through e) Ms 
ICSIS where load is removed during the fim transformaLion at progressiyely higher temperatures. 

DISCUSSION 

The two-step manensi tic ITlIf1sformacion, from cubic 10 orthorhombic 10 monocli l'lic 
upon cooling, in TiNi(lO% Cu) shape memory al loys was con finned in this study. Ahhpugh 
various Iwin systems are possible for born cubic-to-monoclinic transformations (wilh ( I l l ). 
(010) and (011 ) twin planes) and cubic-to-orthorhombic Ir.lJIsformations (with (011) and (Ill) 
twin planes), the crystallographic similari ties of these IWO transfonnllions require the 
onhorhombic·l6-morooclinic aansfonnation to occur via the incorporation of (010) monoclinic 
twins. The diswnions incuned in each Step of the two-slep transformation can be visualized by 
the schematic two-dimensional unit cells exhibited in Figure 3 (see below). Upon cooling. the 
(O i l) projection of me 82 cubic cdllrlnsform s to a [0011 projection of the 8 19 orthorhombic 
cell, which then transforms to the (0011 projection of !he 819' monoclinic cell. The two steps 
of an ideal transformation. where a single crysl3.1 of cubic suucture transforms 10 a 'twin less' 
orthorhombic SU'UClUre and then tnnsforms to (010) twinned monoclinic manensi te. result in 
longitudinal distortions of 5.7% Strain and 1.8% strain, relIpeaive1y. The relative nllio of thesc 
two longitudinal distonions is 0.32, yel a larger ratio would be realized if the elongation occurs 
301 an angle closer 10 the diagonal of the unit cells. If a single crystal of the cubic structure 
transforms 10 (Ill) twinned orthorhombic mancn$i te and then to (010) monoclinic twins within 
the orthorhombic twins. the relative ra tio of Strains increases to 0.35 [2, 171. When Ihe (a l l) 
twinned orthorhombic manensite fonn s fll'St. the re lative I1Itio increases to 0.43. The wire used 
in these lesls is poly<:rysl&lline Ind causes the elongations achieved 10 be len than ideal. 
However, the relative moo or experimental strains is related to tlml ofdie calculated snins. 
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Figure 3: TABLE I 
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The Ms tests with the load removed dwing the ttansfonnation determine the twO stages 

of the shape change 10 be interdependent, The various strains (elastic, pscudoelastic, and 
recovered) incurred for the different Ms tests of Figure 2 are presented in Table L In addition, 
the ratio of the two strains incurred in the two stages of the transformaliOll are listed. This ratio 
is shown to be highest (0.43) for the case where the load is remOVed/oust after the oosel of 11K: 
fITSI transformation (Figure 2e). This ratio is comparable 10 lhal 0 the ideal case for (01 1) 
twinning in the orthorhombic manensite. (The (0 11 ) twinning was shown by TEM 10 be 
predominanl in the orthorhombic manensi!!:.) Since the wire is polycryslaJ line, the fin! grains 
10 transform would be those with a preferred orientat ion for elongating the wire as the 
transformation to orthorhombic ruanensite is stresS induced. These same grains would also 
expect to undergo the greatest relative strain when subsequently transforming to monoclinic 
martensite. Grains of austeni te with less preferred orientations are Iransformed to manensite at 
a lower temperature of the first transformation, and would consequently provide less additional 
(relative) strain during the second transformatioo. 

C ONCLUSION 

Ti50Ni(50.x}CUx shape memory alloys nOI only exhibit a more narrow hys teresis 
between heating and cooling transformations, but alloys with - 10% eu also exhibit a two· step 
shape change corresponding to a two-step martensitic Jransformation. In situ TEM heating and 
cooling experiments show the crystallographic rela tionships between the orthorhombic and 
monoclinic martensite phases require the second Step of the manensitic transform ation to occur 
via the formation of (010) twins in the monoclinic martensite. Strain vs temperature Ms tests. 
where the applied load is removed during the first slep of the IrlInsformation, determine the two 
successive shape changes are interdependent. Correlating the crys tallographic analysis of the 
TEM with the shape change teslS indicate how the second shape change will always be in a 
direction related to (and in proponion 10) the firsl step'S shape change. 
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